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TWO STEPS FORWARD, ONE STEP BACK 
 
Meet Tommy Smith, a fraternity guy at the University 
of Tennessee who just graduated with a degree in    
Nuclear Engineering. 
 
I first met Tommy in the fall of 2015. After meeting up 
for coffee, I discovered Tommy was an agnostic with a 
humble heart, interested in meeting on a weekly basis 
for investigative faith studies.  
 
Over the last two years, we have read a stack of books 
(or chapters from books) from former skeptics and 
great apologists such as Lee Strobel, Mark Mittelberg, 

Greg Boyd, Josh McDowell, J. Warner Wallace, and  
William Lane Craig. We’ve tackled big questions about 
the existence of God, the reliability of the Bible, the 
historicity of Jesus and the resurrection, the fulfillment 
of Messianic prophecy, world religions, hell, evil and 
suffering, as well as some moral lifestyle issues.  
 
Shortly after The Case for Christ movie hit theaters  
(retelling the true story of Lee Strobel’s journey from 
atheism to faith in Christ) I took Tommy to see the 
movie (which I highly recommend seeing). I think it was 
very instrumental in connecting the head with the 
heart, which led Tommy to profess his faith in Jesus 
two weeks later, the day before graduation. 
 
I couldn’t be more proud of Tommy! From the start he 
was willing to go wherever the evidence pointed, and 
he came to the conclusion that Jesus and the Christian 

worldview provide compelling answers to life’s biggest 
questions.  
 
May we all be reminded to ask questions and go where 
truth points; to be intentional in reaching out to those 
far from God; to utilize the excellent resources     
available; and to not give up but prayerfully persevere! 



 

 

Saturday, April 29, marked our annual Torchbearers’ Banquet. While not all graduates were avail-
able to attend, the program featured 11 students who were involved at the CSC on various levels.  
 

The evening included a variety of important elements such as sharing a delicious meal with family 
and friends; prayer and worship; giving gifts to volunteers, Student Leaders, and graduates; a  
keynote address from Mark Smith, pulpit minister of Laurel Church of Christ; watching senior 
slideshows and a year-at-a-glance video (which can be viewed at CSCUTK.org); and finally, having 
the Laurel elders say a commissioning prayer over our graduates.   
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